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Subject: Petition 0034/2012 by Alexander Götz (German), on a compulsory on/off 
switch on electric equipment

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner calls for European legislation that provides for electric equipment to always be 
equipped with an on/off switch, so that devices do not have to be permanently in stand-by 
mode wasting electricity. According to petitioner, some devices are currently no longer 
equipped with an on/off switch, because they are usually switched on permanently (for 
example, WLAN, Internet routers, set-top boxes, etc.). Thus, the user has no other choice than 
to pull the plug out of the socket in order to switch off a device. This method can, however, in 
certain cases, result in the loss of the warranty on the device. In addition, data or settings can 
be lost and starting up again often takes a long time. The petitioner calls for making devices 
‘smarter’ so that they will use less electricity while remaining user-friendly.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 27 April 2012. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 30 August 2012

In the course of discussions about the introduction of regulation (EC) Nr.1275/2008 (the so-
called ‘standby regulation’), a requirement for hard-off switches as suggested by the petitioner 
was considered in depth. Having in mind the technical limitations linked to hard-off switches 
(see below) on the one hand and given the very stringent power limits for standby/off modes 
in the regulation on the other hand, it was decided not to introduce a requirement for hard-off 
switches.

Hard-off switches built into a product to disconnect the primary AC mains power source can 
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have certain technical effects: If the switch, for user accessibility, is at the front of the product 
while the power supply is at the back, the wiring between back and front causes induced high 
frequency signals bringing about interference which can affect the operation of other products 
connected to the supply, in particular in the case of TVs, microwave ovens, induction hobs 
etc. To avoid this, filters for this type of electromagnetic radiation are built in, which consume 
electricity up to 0,5 Watts.

There are also safety aspects: Switching off mains voltage can result in electrical and fire 
hazards by arcs/sparks generated by the making and breaking of contacts. To avoid these 
effects, poles need to be separated; the necessary physical space requirements for this 
separation are challenging and compromise product design. It is noted that electrical 
equipment within the scope of the Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC or the R&TTE 
Directive 1995/5/EC has to be safe when placed on the market.

Moreover, reliable long-life hard-off switches, capable of carrying high power supply in-rush 
current, use significant quantities of rare metals in contacts and contact levers. The 
encapsulation materials and insulation layers add a further load on primary material resources 
and have an adverse ecological impact. 

The so-called "Standby-regulation" (EC) Nr. 1275/2008 provides for minimal power 
consumption in standby mode. As from January 2013, electric and electronic devices must 
stay below 0,5 Watts (1 Watt if a display is integrated) in standby/off mode.

Furthermore, the power limits for standby/off can be enhanced in vertical eco-design 
measures. For example, for TVs, the 0,5 Watt requirement is already in place.

Calculations for televisions based on anecdotal data show that the introduction of a hard-off 
switch – even in the most optimistic scenario – would only save 1% of overall power 
consumption.

As the petitioner rightly assumes, networked products have not so far been obliged to switch 
into low power modes; network connectivity is provided out of high power modes (for 
example idle mode or even active modes). For equipment hitherto exempt from standby/off-
requirements - given that normal standby mode does not enable network connectivity and is 
therefore "inappropriate for the intended use" - a new measure for "networked standby" is 
envisaged to be introduced soon (planning: adoption beginning of 2013). This measure will 
introduce power limits and power management requirements for these products, obliging 
them to switch into low power modes while providing network connectivity.

The Commission has proposed to incorporate the new regulation on networked standby into 
the existing standby regulation ((EC) No. 1275/2008) because the scope can be maintained as 
well as the horizontal character of the measure which facilitates a "catch-all" design, 
addressing all equipment, including equipment under development. 

Conclusion

The present standby regulation ensures that electric and electronic household and office 
equipment have very low power consumption levels in standby/off mode. These consumption 
levels for standby/off mode could even be lowered in product-specific regulations.
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Products that provide network connectivity and are reactivated over the network are capable 
of being exempted from the requirements because these would be "inappropriate for the 
intended use". Hence, in order to reduce the power consumption of networked products when 
they do not provide a main function, it is planned to adopt an implementing measure on 
networked standby soon which will introduce power limits and power management 
requirements for these products.
In view of this, and taking into account the technical implications and potentially adverse 
effects of hard off-switches described above, the Commission is not considering introducing a 
general hard-off switch requirement.


